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About GEE



The Office for Strategy and Studies (GEE) of the Ministry of Economy is responsible for
conducting studies and collecting and disseminating economic national and international

information.



Within its competences, GEE publishes on its website studies applied in the scope of the
Portuguese economy and international economic integration, and presents a wide range of
economic information that we believe that may be very relevant for students and teachers in the

development of their studies.



Additionally, GEE tracks the main indicators of the Portuguese and international economy in detail,

proceeding to the regular disclosure of economic information through the Flache GEE.

GEE’s Website
Website’s Structure

GEE’s Website
“On-time” Statistics


“On-Time” Statistics are summaries of the economic and financial
indicators released by national and international sources, information that
can be subscribed through Flache GEE.



Thematic Statistics are publications with the recent evolution of the main
indicators, with monthly, quarterly or annual periodicities depending on the
theme. The topics covered by these publications are:
 Current and Capital Account,
 International Trade in Goods,
 Quarterly National Accounts,

 Credit to Private Sector and
 Employment Statistics.



The Calendar provides information regarding the date of release of the

indicators that will be published soon.

GEE’s Website
Pocket Statistics and Databases



The Forecasts for the Portuguese Economy released by the main
national and international organizations are made available through a

summary table.


Set of Pocket Statistics, consisting of succinct documents on specific
topics:
 Context Pocket Statistics,
 Regional Pocket Statistics,
 Sectoral Pocket Statistics,

 International Trade Pocket Statistics,
 Bilateral Trade Pocket Statistics - information sheets on 180

trading partners.


The Databases section includes various information in Excel format,

highlighting the "Economic Activity Indicators".

GEE’s Website
Recurring/Periodical Documents


The Portuguese Economy Monthly Bulletin (BMEP) is a joint initiative of
the GEE and the research office of the Ministry of Finance. The BMEP
integrates information on the international environment, the national
environment and international trade, as well as in-depth technical articles on
specific issues.



The Statistical Synthesis of International Trade is a monthly publication
and includes the main statistics of international trade in Portugal - global
evolution, exports and imports (among others).



The Statistical Synthesis of Context is published on a weekly basis and
includes recent developments in the main indicators of the Portuguese
economy and forecasts by the main international organizations.



The Financing and Indebtedness Dashboard is a monthly summary of the
recent evolution of the main financing and indebtedness indicators of
Portuguese companies.



The Reports from the Spain-Portugal Cross-Border Observatory aim to
synthesize the main indicators relating to cross-border passenger and freight
traffic (a new report will be released in 2017).

GEE’s Website
Essays, GEE Papers and Informative Reports


The Essay series consists of non-technical abstracts of scientific and/or
academic articles.



The series In Review includes studies applied in specific thematic areas in
the sphere of intervention of the Ministry of Economy and the Ministry of
Finance.



The Competitiveness series is composed of studies in which the
competitiveness of the Portuguese economy is compared with other
countries in several areas such as investment, innovation, business
environment, energy, tourism, globalization or international trade.



The Highlights series consists of one to two page articles, with a very
focused approach to the synthetic exploration of a specific phenomenon.



With the GEE Papers series we intend to publish academic and technical
papers on the Portuguese economy.



Through the Economic Issues series it is possible to consult a wide range
of applied studies developed within the scope of intervention of the Ministry
of Economy.



The Informative Report (monthly newsletter) is published at the beginning
of each month and summarizes the main updates on the site (with links).

Informative Report


The Informative Report can be accessed on GEE’s Website or through subscription.

Flache GEE


Flache GEE is a service provided by e-mail, with almost daily regularity, that seeks in a fast and
synthetic way to disclose the evolution of the main Portuguese and international economic
indicators.



The information contained in Flache GEE is public and accessible through the distribution list
inscription.

Flache GEE


The Flache GEE includes, at the outset, a summary of the indicators published on the day and to
publish in the following Flache.



At the end, Flache GEE provides a calendar of the next indicators that will be published by the
various organizations that the GEE accompanies.

Flache GEE


Each indicator includes the appropriate identification (name of the indicator with a link to the page
on which the document/report is available, the name of the institution disclosing it and date of
disclosure) and a summary (usually accompanied by graphical information that is based on GEE’s
information repository).

Flache GEE


Flache GEE always includes a set of up-to-date links to facilitate access to periodic statistical
publications on the site.



In addition, where appropriate, the site may include a section of highlights that references recently
updated documents that are usually attached to the email.

Facebook GEE


The Facebook GEE has recently been created (June
2016) and aims to give greater visibility and help in the
dissemination of the information disclosed in GEE’s
Website.

Thank you very much.
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